MB wafer style replacements are compatible with many other manufacturer’s power brooms: Bobcat, Broce, Elgin, Laymor, Roscoe, Sweepster, Waldon and more!

MB TOUGH Brush Tubes and Gutters are compatible with most street sweeper brands: Elgin, Challenger, Tymco, Johnston, Schwarze, Wayne and more!

COMPATIBILITY
MB TOUGH Brushes are compatible with a variety of attachment brooms, street sweepers and runway brooms.

QUALITY
• High Retention – Bristles remain intact and resilient regardless of sweeping conditions
• Best raw materials – Means the best wear resistance
• Expertly assembled in the U.S.A.
• Quality controlled manufacturing process

PERFORMANCE
High performance in all Seasons, in any weather condition – fall leaves, spring clean-up or snow removal!
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POLYPROPYLENE BRISTLE WAFERS

Poly wafers create a dense brush to completely cover the sweeping pattern surface. They are for routine use where nominal cutting forces are required. The “flicking” action of the poly bristle provides superior cast distance.

COMBINATION BRISTLE WAFERS

Combo wafers utilize both poly and wire bristles on the same wafers. This gives the best of both materials; poly for flicking and wire for cutting.

AIRPORT RUNWAY WAFERS

Similar to attachment broom wafers, but with a more robust design for the additional load subjected by an airport runway broom. The additional wire ends, on a 13 pound wire wafer, gives even more ice and hardpack cutting capabilities.

All M-B Tough Brush runway broom wafers are static balanced and marked at their heavy spot allowing a balanced core forno broom bounce.

WIRE BRISTLE WAFERS

Wire wafers create an aggressive brush with additional cutting action for packed surfaces such as dirt and ice.

CONVOLUTED WAFERS

Convoluted wafers allow for more contact with any surface being swept. They are also an economical choice since there is not a need for spacers. Convoluted wafers are available in poly, wire and combination and come in a variety of sizes.

GUTTER BROOMS

- Collect more curb side debris with MB Gutter Brooms.
- Our gutter brooms last long and remain resilient use after use.
- Compatible with most street sweepers and vacuum brooms
- High quality performance at an affordable price

TUBE BROOMS

- Compatible with most street sweepers
- Made with virgin polypropylene
- Quality broom wrap for excellent sweeping performance
- High quantity of bristle ends per square inch for efficient and effective debris collection
- Also available in poly/wire combination bristles
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For competitive pricing on all MB Tough Brush products, contact:

Inside Sales: 1-800-558-5800 • Email: mbattachments@m-bco.com

Equipment and products shown in this literature are for demonstration purposes only. Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, requirements and safety features.

M-B Companies reserves the right to improve our products and make revisions in designs, specifications and standards for equipment without notice and without incurring obligations.
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